Third & final announcement

The next GANIL Colloque will be held in the Vercors Mountains, in Autrans Meaudre en Vercors in the French Alps.

The purpose of the conference is to review and discuss the research carried out at GANIL and the related activities at similar facilities around the world. Traditionally the Colloque will cover the range of topics addressed at GANIL:

- Nuclear Structure
- Nuclear Dynamics
- Nuclear Astrophysics
- Fundamental Interactions
- Related theoretical developments
- Instrumentation and Technical developments
- Interdisciplinary research
- Applications

Program

The program of the Colloque is available on-line: https://ganil2021.sciencesconf.org/program

A poster session is organized on Tuesday at 4:30 pm to allow presentations of all submitted contributions. The best poster presentation and the best oral presentation by a PhD student will be awarded.

Sessions will take place in the morning and late afternoon. As usual, we ask the interested persons to stay for the full 5 days of the workshop, in order to increase the interactions among participants.

A room is at the disposition of participants for the organization of smaller meetings or discussion sessions. Please contact the conference secretary if you wish to make use of it: colloques@ganil.fr
COVID 19 Restrictions and Requirements

All participants are required to fulfill European Health Pass and apply the barrier measures during the Colloque. Details on Health Pass can be found on the French Government Website https://www.gouvernement.fr/en/coronavirus-covid-19.

Please note that the Health pass is required for travel, stay and attendance to the Colloque. Health Pass will be checked upon arrival by the conference site.

For participants who will be unable to join the conference in person, remote attendance is foreseen and connexion details will be provided at a later stage.

Remote Participation:

For participants who will be unable to join the conference in person, remote attendance is foreseen. If so, you are invited to register at https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/24965/ to receive connection details at a later stage.

Travel information

Participants should organize their own travel to Autrans.

L'Escandille
Village Vacances - Centre de Congrès
931 Route De La Sure
38880 AUTRANS MEAUDRE EN VERCORS

Tel : (+33) 4 76 95 32 02
village-vacances@escandille.com

✔ By car
Motorway to Grenoble, with a further 45 minutes on the road to Sassenage, Engins, Lans en Vercors D531 and D106.
Motorway A 48 Lyon Grenoble, Motorway A49 Valence Grenoble, Motorway A41 Chambery Grenoble

✔ By plane
Lyon St Exupéry Airport away 110 km

✔ By train
Train station Grenoble away 35 km
A shuttle will leave the Grenoble train station on Sunday September, 26th at 6:00 pm
A shuttle will leave the conference site on Friday October, 1st at 1:45 pm.

Registration desk

Participants will be welcome in the afternoon of Sunday, September 26th, from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm and during conference hours starting at 8:30 am on the following days.
Excursion

Two excursions will be proposed to the participants on Wednesday afternoon. If you are interested, please indicate your choice in the “registration form”.

✓ **Grotte de Choranche** – 25 € per person (Please note a minimum of 30 participants is required for the session to be organized).

✓ **Orienteering race on the site of the escandille** – 25 € per person (Please note a minimum of 30 participants is required for the session to be organized)

Looking forward to seeing you in Vercors!

*The organizing committee*